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Wall-mounted

version

CISTERN FRAME

For latest prices and delivery to your door visit MyTub Ltd - 0845 303 8383 - www.mytub.co.uk - info@mytub.co.uk
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Control plates

Installations

MAT / bright chrome-platedBRIGHT / mat chrome-platedWhite

Particularly low (80 cm) allowing

VERSO BCM 800 to be used for

installing a toilet on those “lost” corners:  

- Under the eaves

- Under a window

- Under the stairs

For latest prices and delivery to your door visit MyTub Ltd - 0845 303 8383 - www.mytub.co.uk - info@mytub.co.uk
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Structure

Designed for attachment to the floor (2 points) and wall 
(6 points), allows the installation of a suspended toilet bowl
secured to a light partition.

Made of steel tubes (30 x 30 x 1.5 mm) connected by 
electro-welding and coated with epoxy paint guaranteed for
25 years to protect against corrosion (600 hours of resistance
to salt spray).

Conforms to NF standard (tested at 400 kg)

Feet and adjustments 

The feet consist of a large bichromate steel plate
(100 x 30 x 8 mm) and two electro-welded

bichromate steel tubes (25 x 25 x 3 mm).

They slide inside the structure
for adjusting the frame height

by 200 mm.

This adjustment range means that the bowl
can be placed at between 325 and 525 mm,

especially when the installation is
intended for disabled people.

Attachments

The feet are attached to the structure by 4 setscrews allowing adjustment
to within the millimeter by simple tightening.

Attachment to the floor is by eight plugs and
screws of top quality.

Attachment of the bowl is by two 12 mm
threaded rods and 2 wall brackets made 
integral with the structure.

For latest prices and delivery to your door visit MyTub Ltd - 0845 303 8383 - www.mytub.co.uk - info@mytub.co.uk
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Cistern

The cistern is of impact
polystyrene (offering high
resistance to thermal
variations and aging) with
a maximum capacity of 9 liters.

It features internal insulation (PSE monoblock shell) to 
prevent condensation and increasing the sound insulation of
the installation.

Each cistern is tested individually in the works.

Cistern equipment

Consisting of a dual flush
mechanism and a silent float valve,

both derived from the
SIAMP standard range.

These products are NF and have
therefore gone through the 200,000
maneuvers test. The equipment was

chosen by the biggest ceramic producers in
the world for their own equipment.

Cistern water connection    

Connection is directly inside the cistern to prevent any risk
of leakage on the outside.

The supply can use any type
of pipe (copper, reticulated,
PVC, flexible, etc.), and the
shutoff valve has a bicone
attachment.

For latest prices and delivery to your door visit MyTub Ltd - 0845 303 8383 - www.mytub.co.uk - info@mytub.co.uk
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Maintenance

Easy access: depending on the hardness of the network
water, it may be necessary to clean or replace the seals and
membrane of the cistern equipment. 

The control plate is used as an access trap and the cistern
equipment is directly accessible and easy to remove from
the cistern.

Supply

Perfect tightness: the bend is of PEHD to guarantee 
correct sizing.

Tightness is provided by two O-rings on the outlet from the
cistern and on the supply sleeve, on the bend side by a lip
seal and on the bowl side by a multi-lip seal.

Drain

Easy implementation: the installation of
the bowl drain pipe is facilitated by the material (PVC)

to be bonded to the pipe and its attachment to the
support frame by a clip-in collar.

Tightness on the bowl side
is made by an EPDM seal.

For latest prices and delivery to your door visit MyTub Ltd - 0845 303 8383 - www.mytub.co.uk - info@mytub.co.uk
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1/4-turn spherical shutoff
valve with bicone

Mechanism

Bowl attaching kit

Supply bend plug
(Protection when installing
cladding)

Toilet pipe plug (Protection
when installing cladding)

Supply sleeve

Flexible sheath (x 2)
(Bowl protection)

PSE template (protection
during cladding)

Wall attaching bracket

Float tap

Supply bend

Bowl rod attaching bracket

Plugs (x 8)

Bowl attaching rod (x 2)

Pipe attaching collar
Setscrew (x 2)

Attaching screw (x 8)

Adjustable foot (x 2)

•  DIN  •  TIN  •
STANDARDS
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